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WELCOME TO CANDID BRIDES

“Nothing ever becomes real until
it is experienced."
John Keats
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I believe emotions captured in a still frame can be more than memories;
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Oliver Hidalgo, Founder
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narrators and
directors of stories
www.candidbrides.com
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follow candidbrides on instagram @candidbrides

New York package

Other services:

$1,800 (six hours coverage)
-

Storytelling wedding photography
Pictures in high resolution (after having the files converted from .raw format
to .jpeg the colors are corrected and delivered ready to be printed)

Paris package

$2,300 (eight hours coverage)
-

-

Storytelling wedding photography
Pictures in high resolution (after having the files converted from .raw format
to .jpeg the colors are corrected and delivered ready to be printed)
Printing release form

Engagements
Second wedding photographer
Handmade Fine Art wedding album 10x10 - up to 30 pages
Handmade Fine Art wedding album 12x12 - up to 30 pages

$300
$300
$500
$600

Multiple wedding album orders recive a 20% discount.

Travel and accommodation fees included
within Kentucky. For any other locations

Packages includes:

including overseas, contact us directly at

Rehearsal run-through, Pre Ceremony, ceremony and reception.

For booking, weddings require a $500 retainer fee.
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CLOSING

...let us capture yours!
www.candidbrides.com

